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SpooliT is intelligent document management.

SpooliT automatically converts and outputs spool files to:

What makes Asymex SpooliT remarkable is a pure
combination of user functionality and market
leading delivery speed - this cuts through
workflow inefficiencies. SpooliT is the ultimate
iSeries document management solution, allowing
individual users and experts in data management
alike to access, format, schedule and automatically
distribute reports in all commonly used file format.

Fax

Archive

+Much
More

SpooliT Business Senario Solutions:
Do you currently have poor reporting workflows?
Is information lost, poorly presented?
Frustrated by hours of reformatting information?
Is your archive difficult to navigate and maintain?
Does it take hours and days to get information?
SpooliT is the solution, giving you the control you seek

No components or modules -the difference is instant access to your iSeries via
a single GUI, convert reports in the format you want and distribute automatically.
Benefits across your entire organisation:
Boosts productivity by automating workflow
Improves customer service responsiveness
Instant and measurable ROI - Zero disruption
Eliminates paper shuffling and duplication
Reduces paper, postage and storage costs
Integrates existing business applications
Decreases data loss and misfiling occurences
Track, search and log work history throughout

SpooliT’s unique features include:
A fully integrated total solution without requirement for add-ons
Intelligent archiving allowing multiple views, searches & retrievals
User friendly “wizards” break down complex tasks into easy steps
One button file conversion to PDF, EXCEL, HTML, WRD, CSV + MORE
Best in class delivery processing and delivery speed
Distribution rules allow complete freedom to set, schedule & forget
“SpooliT enabled us to take a big step towards becoming a true paperless workplace.
That’s good for us & good for the environment. We give them a big tick - Nike

For intelligent document management go to sales@spoolit.net or http://www.SpooliT.net
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SpooliT Enterprise Product Information
SpooliT Enterprise is designed to enable companies to download, archive, and
reformat spool files into common PC formats, then distribute iSeries and AS/400
reports automatically. This produces a new range of business options that both
reduce workflow demands and create new ways to serve customers
Discover capabilities you never thought possible without intense administration!
With SpooliT you can easily identify mission critical data, save these definitions
as templates, and most importantly reuse these to directly feed PC applications
such as Excel.
At the heart of SpooliT resides an intuitive rules based engine with the versatility
to create archiving rules, categorization rules, distribution rules, data mining and
extraction rules. Dynamically monitor any number of iSeries 400 output queues,
this enhances transparency and create SpooliT schedules to automate jobs.

End User Friendly
Intuitive Interface

SpooliT Enterprise edition offers an unlimited site licence, for each iSeries or
AS400. Install any combination of SpooliT products for any number of users.

Automatically File, Format & Output Spools Files to:

Immediately enhance
your workflow
Fax

Archive

+Much
More

SpooliT Enterprise delivers an incredible range of benefits:
Automatically send e-mails and fax reports to anyone, anywhere, anytime!
Schedule SpooliT to perform automatic archives or any other AS/400/iSeries jobs.
Point and click, drop, drag reporting for "quick" export or import of spool files
Includes the powerful ability to create and save designer export templates
Archives and indexes spool files in a compressed easy searchable format
Archive your documents to a PC Drive, CD-ROM or another AS/400/iSeries
Re-print archived AS400/iSeries reports to any Printer Queue
Archived reports support IPDS printing allowing special fonts or bar-codes
Export files directly to your Intranet/the Internet or FTP server or DMZ!
Win. Explorer style GUI with a proven and robust Client/Server architecture
Communicate via TCP/IP - No routers or client access necessary
All processing is performed on the PC client on any Windows Platform
Manage documents across multiple AS/400's and iSeries computers

Intelligence in document management
For intelligent document management go to sales@spoolit.net or http://www.SpooliT.net
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SpooliT Customer Business Scenario

R

The Challenge

In their own words ...
“We have a deadlines to report inventory and financial
information to Japan, in the case of the current assets
this is required daily. So we are really about supporting
the end users to get these done. Previously some of our
reports could only be produced in hard copy and then
individuals would have to remanufacture the information
into their own reports. We also have our own in house ERP
system too which was producing reports which we then

- Tested and Proven
- Minutes not days to
produce reports
- Significant workflow
improvement

need to convert to Excel.

“We are over the moon! It’s a big time saver to have our reports automatically
formatted converted and sent to the end users”
SpooliT Solution
Where our end users would have spent days producing
certain reports it now takes 5 minutes, one of the managers
could have kissed me! We are over the moon! It’s a big time
saver to have our reports automatically formatted, converted
and sent to the end users. They’re really happy because they
receive the soft copy and can easily edit it locally if necessary.
It’s made a big change and we haven’t scratched the surface

- End Users are
Rapturous
- Automating Distribution
- Integrates with their ERP

of SpooliT - we see big potential for this software.

- Sees big potential use

Expectations Met

- Reliable and efficient

We’ve had an hours training and simply review our notes
as we go along. There are many ideas we’d like to implement
eventually - we need to work out what to do first. We would
recommend it, it’s really doing what it’s intended to do.”
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SpooliT Customer Business Scenario

The Challenge

In their own words ...
“As an AS400/iSeries midrange developer for 10 years I saw
the need here to produce spreadsheets that were immediately readable, and to save the manual interaction with IT
resources.
Before SpooliT, administration involved downloading then
formatting reports before distribution. The objective was to
eliminate this as I could see it growing significantly, it was
taking up 2 days a month or more of my time and 1 day a

- Tested and Proven
- Reduction in Report
related administration
by 95% within hours
- Immediate Result

month of somebody else.

“We really wanted to distribute customer statements and other reports automatically.”
“I would recommend SpooliT for two reasons; first the
spreadsheet templates give us the straight through
processing function I selfishly wanted, the second was
operationally with house keeping and storage. It is efficient

- Improving capabilities
- Improving transparency

and reliable.

- Reliable and efficient

The Future

- Improving
iSeries management

We really don’t use all the functionally to good effect yet,
but I can see us using SpooliT more as we learn new ways
to improve our own internal reporting and further explore
our spool file data histories.”
SpooliT Solution
Recommended by FUJI Film, this light user immediately
saved up to 3 days a month in IT overheads with SpooliT’s
automatic distribution delivering iSeries reports in their
preferred spreadsheet format. Simple and efficient workflow improvement: delivered by SpooliT.

- Improving historical
document access
- Improving workflow
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SpooliT Customer Business Scenario

Emirates Bank Group
The Challenge

In their own words ...
“We did not have an automatic archive and distribution
system. What SpooliT provided was this efficiency but
then so much more…

- Creating new service
for their clients

“With 1GB of reports firing out of our system daily any errors have immediate financial consequences”
We were writing and transferring data using an in house
developed program which would send reports through
another system, which meant double handling.

- Cut out duplication
- Improving Security

Most importantly SpooliT is a fire fighting device, as a Bank
customers do not tolerate mistakes. With over 1GB of reports
firing out of our system daily, including Credit Card statements
and Core Banking reports any errors have immediate
financial consequences.
The SpooliT Solution
By monitoring out queues through SpooliT we have a much
clearer picture, and unexpectedly we can now e-mail statements directly to the client’s inbox, this is not only a new
straight through process but a new unique customer service
we can provide. Through SpooliT we can optimise our
archive processes, this produces another level of increased
security for the bank.
I would recommend SpooliT. I personally know this product
has value. I compared it with others before I purchased.
SpooliT is simple, well constructed, easy to use and more
economical. It also sits outside the AS400 (and iSeries)
environment which is, I think, an added advantage.
I like this product and I would love to explore further
applications of it for the bank.”

- Improving Tracking
- Reliable and Efficient
- Improving
iSeries management
- Improving Archive
access
- Improving automated
workflow
- Proven Performance
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SpooliT Customer Business Scenario

The Challenge

In their own words ...
“At Contrans we use SpooliT to extract and convert Excels.
Our IT group needed a solution which pushed down to the
general user the jobs of manipulating data, a ‘do it yourself’

- Tested and Proven

policy, so that wide spread usage of data can occur rather
than relying on a select group.

- Now on install Image
for Do it Yourself Users

As a listed national transport company we have hundreds
of fuel purchase transactions daily and month end reports.
We run 19 companies throughout the US and we needed a
way to generate transaction references, and distribute
individual reports corporate wide.

- SOX Security Compliant
- Accessing hundreds of
reports daily

“SpooliT was the best fit and has been enhanced even more since; it was certainly the right price.”
The SpooliT Solution
SpooliT is now included on our general install image – this
means everyone in Contrans can use SpooliT, it is very easy

- Improving Spool archive
access and transparency

to show new users. The IT group is free from all but the
most complex spool administration. We are certainly not
using SpooliT to the extent we could, it is possible we will

- Improving Automated
Workflow

use it for deposit notification and in all likelihood for nightly
reports too.

- Improving corporate
wide report distribution

The archiving capabilities have definitely cut down retention
of paper reports; with SpooliT we have immediate access to
view, print or e-mail reports. With SOX we’ve had a goal to
limit access and SpooliT’s enhancements certainly worked
very well.
Thanks for developing and continually enhancing a great product!

- Improving transaction
record and referencing
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SpooliT Customer Business Scenario

The Challenge

In their own words ...
“United Rentals is a continental wide (Canada, USA and
Mexico) company. We have an entire, dedicated report
team to service the dozens of automated reports, which
we send to literally hundreds of users on a daily basis.
The project goal was to free up the report team, who have

- SOX compliance proven
- Immediate Results

a massive responsibility from the tedious repetitive tasks.

- Reduces tedious tasks

So our infrastructure is very large and our user base is very

- Sales Teams Celebrate

large – we are also SOX compliant which means that we
have to consider user security in our infrastructure plans.

“Overall it’s a great package with some very good ideas behind it.”
SpooliT Solution
We have been using SpooliT since 2005. It handles the

- Improving future
reporting capability

major everyday Excel reports, freeing up the reports team
for other tasks. The response is very positive from our

- Improving flexibility

sales teams who have their commissions updated via
SpooliT. We are also currently using Non-AFDS to print

- Smooth Operation

jobs to email to PDF, Word, and HTML. The Excel functions
combined with the scheduler and emailing are the most
important features for us. We do have plans to use the

- Serious potential
company wide

AFPDS feature to allow the emailing of Invoice copies, and
that will become very important to us as well.

- Improving automation

The Future

- Scheduling & Emailing

Overall it’s a great package with some very good ideas
behind it and lots of potential. I would recommend SpooliT,
this is an exciting product, it installs smoothly and once it’s
up and running it is really flexible, simple and has very little
maintenance.
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SpooliT Customer Business Scenario

The Challenge

In their own words ...
“We’ve been using Monarch for a long time 8-9-10 years,
the primary reason to extract and then to format. We take
spools that our JD Edwards system creates, some 40,000 to
50,000 pages in size and used EBB to split, based on
mapping table to send to specific output queues. This is
tedious and time consuming and absolutely horrible.
With 40-50,000 page reports, someone will go print it, then
delete the file not realising someone else wanted it and we
have to run the print job again. We need to serve perhaps
4-5 people in 4-5 different locations with the same reports,
say detailed financials copies go to the client officer, the
branch manager, regional manager, and vice president.
We simply couldn’t do that.

- Tested and Proven
- Fully Automated
- Different reports to
different locations,
in different styles

“all this in one is tremendous, you can do that with many but to have it all in one is very nice!”
The SpooliT Solution
SpooliT solves this entirely. We used to run monthly close
reports overnight, then print them and fax them. What we
can now schedule these to run automatically and distribute
automatically. This eliminates the administration entirely,
why incur all those additional costs when SpooliT can do
this unattended. The other big one is people want Excel,
we want our people to do that. For end users it really is
very straight forward and even configuration is not that
difficult either.
Recommend SpooliT?
Absolutely, it is easy to use and it seems to have all the
features:
- easy to schedule jobs
- distributes automatically
- multiple output types, different users get different reports
And to have it all in one is tremendous, you can do it all
with many programs but to have it in one place is very nice.
We’ve just scratched the surface, I expect we’ll find much more.

- Eliminates admin.
entirely
- Improving corporate
wide report distribution
- Improving access for
End users and security
- Improving Automated
Workflow

